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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Food vendors that were interviewed for the study varied along a spectrum based on the foods 

they served, the type of shop, the fuel used and the level of profitability of their business. All 

food vendors interviewed found electricity to be restrictively expensive. For all businesses, 

decisions regarding fuel choices were driven by unit economics, product quality and customer 

perceptions of the shop. Charcoal was a preferred fuel for foods requiring long cooking times 

such as soups, and for cooking large quantities of food. Gas was used by more profitable food 

businesses and by snack food vendors who valued the ability to control cooking temperatures 

and speed up cooking times, this was especially the case for deep fried foods and rice. None 

of the vendors interviewed used electric appliances to cook food. Mobile food vendors were 

more likely to use charcoal in their carts due to the higher risk perceptions of LPG cylinders 

exploding in a mobile cart during collisions. For each vendor, they were balancing the 

competing priorities of time and cost savings.  

Customers were eating out either as a necessity or to socialize and create special moments 

with their loved ones. Lack of time, especially among women in the household, determined if 

members in that household would be eating their breakfast and lunch outside. Dinners were 

mostly eaten at home if these households had women in them. In the study sample, some 

young workers and students who did not know how to cook and were living by themselves ate 

out for all three meals. Where and how frequently people ate out was determined by the 

amount of disposable income they had. Study participants who had more disposable income 

were more likely to report eating out for fun and enjoying finding new places to eat out and 

explore. Study participants with less disposable income reduced eating out as much as 

possible for their daily needs and allowed them occasional family trips to the riverside or a 

similar location with nice views and affordable foods.  

COVID-19 impacted vendors and customer incomes, their ability to go out and therefore the 

study sample reported a significant drop in eating out. Customers and vendors mentioned 

additional safety and hygiene protocols that were needed to make eateries safe such as mask 

wearing, spraying alcohol, open-air and well-ventilated seating areas. Additionally, customers 

began dining in less and packing their food or getting it delivered through food apps. However, 

using online food apps was limited to those that had sufficient disposable income.  

Many businesses that were interviewed showed an active appetite to improve their business 

practices and customer’s eating experience. There is a strong indication that if improved 

cooking options were available to food vendors that were affordable, as efficient as currently 

available options and did not impact the quality of food, they would be willing to adopt them.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The MECS (Modern Energy Cooking Services) program is supporting the transition of low-

income economies from biomass to the use of modern energy cooking services (i.e. cooking 

with electricity, gas or renewable energies). 

Economic growth and the impacts of COVID-19 (whose full effects are yet to be studied) are 

creating shifts in behaviours. People’s lifestyles and expectations, particularly in urban and 

peri-urban Cambodia, are changing to fit in with modern (globalized) practices. This affects 

not only their access to mobile phones and other luxuries, but also the way they eat and the 

energy implications of these changes in the way people eat. 

This study aims to broadly explore behaviours and trends relating to the consumption of foods 

cooked outside people’s homes in Cambodia. It will investigate people’s eating out patterns 

and the cooking energy linked with these eating out patterns. Findings from this research offer 

the potential to reduce harmful emissions within the household kitchen by changing eating 

habits and cooking practices.  

Since 2019 until now, iDE has developed an in-depth understanding of household level drivers 

and barriers which facilitate or prevent people’s transition to modern energy cooking services, 

through in-depth human-centred design research, deploying cooking diary studies, qualitative 

research into cooking habits among people with disabilities (PWD) and the state of food 

processing in Cambodia and conducting Discrete Choice Modelling. Findings from this study 

will inform broader efforts to address factors critical to achieving a large-scale transition toward 

sustained use of modern energy for cooking knowing more about the habits cooking/eating 

outside the household.  
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2. STUDY OBJECTIVES 

This study is designed to understand both food vendor (supply) and customers’ (demand) 

perspectives that influence eating out behaviour in and around Phnom Penh city.  

From the food vendors perspective, the study will aim to: 

1. Understand how street food vendors enter the informal market and what are the 

barriers and challenges  

2. Identify what their cooking needs are in terms of raw produce, fuels, tools, electricity, 

etc. 

From a consumer perspective, the study will aim to:  

1. Understand how, when and why urban dwellers consume street food 

2. Identify and define different consumer profiles  

3. Identify how eating out affects their eating habits at home 

4. Define what are their aspirations in terms of eating outside home.  

The study’s data collection activities will therefore investigate these eight topics:  

1. What motivates consumers to buy street foods?  

2. What networks and relationships exist within these spaces where urban populations in 

Cambodia buy the bulk of their food – whether as street food or raw produce – and 

their fuels?  

3. What are the reasons why urbanites might transfer their buying practices from markets 

to formal shops/grocers/butchers, etc. (Is this aspirational and a move to the ideal of 

“modernity”?)  

4. How do ideas of modernity and aspiration influence energy and cooking system 

transitions in the growing number of urban dwellers?  

5. How committed are people to locally-produced food? How loyal are they to the 

networks they have for purchasing or exchanging produce/food?  

6. How can food vendors scale up through a transference to electrical cooking? Is this a 

possibility?  

7. What do market electricity supplies look like in informal markets? Would vendors 

consider using electricity for food-related retail?  
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research methods 

The exploratory nature of the study required the study team to use qualitative research 

techniques for sampling, data collection and analysis. The team also applied Human-Centred 

Design methodology (HCD), where applicable to acquire a behavioural understanding of 

people, their actions, their beliefs and attitudes central to running a food business, eating out 

and cooking food.  

Three types of data collection methods were used in this study:  

1. Focus group discussions with customers were conducted in small groups of 5-7 

participants where the discussion was semi-structured around key questions around 

eating out but allowed the participants to bring up themes and topics that were relevant 

to them within those larger research questions. The group discussions on average took 

between 60-90 mins. to complete.  Photos of frequently eaten foods and different types 

of vendors were used as discussion aids.  

2. In-depth interviews with vendors: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 

food vendors at the location of their shop or home. Most of the interviews took about 

60-90 mins. to complete.  

3. Rapid interactions with customers at food eateries and observations: At food vendor 

locations, observations were conducted to understand what types of customers were 

coming and, understand the purchase and eating out process at each location. When 

customers agreed, they were asked 5-10 questions about their eating out behaviour. 

Each of these rapid interactions took about 10-15 mins to complete.  

All study participants were assured confidentiality and anonymity with regard to the information 

they were providing. Names of the participants have therefore been changed to protect their 

identity. Any photos used in the report have been done after gaining consent from the 

participants.  

3.2 Research phases and timeline 

Data collection phase  

In order to develop an understanding of where urban dwellers of Phnom Penh eat, six focus 

group discussions were conducted. The next subsection provides details of the six categories 

of focus group participants who were included in the study.  
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From the focus group discussions, the study team identified types of vendors that were 

frequented by focus group participants and conducted in-depth interviews with them. 

Observations and rapid customer interactions took place either at the same location as the 

vendor interview or at different locations.  

Analysis and synthesis phase 

The study team analysed data as it was being collected to help inform sampling, and help 

adapt the research questions in real time based on the findings from the interviews. Data from 

the focus group discussions helped develop the sample for vendor interviews, and findings 

from individual interviews or focus group discussions helped generate more targeted       

discussions in future interviews and discussions. Storytelling, thematic analysis and affinity 

mapping were used to analyse the data and draw insights and develop the vignettes.     

Study timeline 

Table 1: Study activity and timeline overview 

 
Study activities and timeline 
 

 October  November 2021 December 2021 January 2022 

W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 

Alignment meeting             

Field planning             

Data collection             

Analysis & synthesis             

Report writing             

 

3.3 Research sample and location 

A total of six focus group discussions with customers, eleven interviews with vendors and 

seven rapid interviews with customers were conducted. Customers and vendors were 

identified using snowball sampling methods, wherein, information provided by focus group 

participants helped identify vendors to be interviewed.  

Tables 2 and 3 provide a summary of the type of participants who were interviewed for each 

of these activities. A total of 43 customers were included in the study, either as part of focus 

group discussions or as part of rapid interviews near vendor locations. Nine vendors were 
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interviewed in-depth and two vendors were interviewed for a shorter duration, bringing the 

total vendor sample to 11 vendors for this study.  

 
Table 2: Summary of the study sample 

No. Type of respondent Sample description Sample 
size 

 Location 

Focus group discussions with customers 

1 White collar male Married and unmarried men who are 
working at private or NGO offices, 
ranging between early 20s to late 40s in 
age.  

 7 Phnom 
Penh 

2 While collar female Married and unmarried women who are 
working at private and NGO offices, 
ranging in age between early 20s to late 
30s in age. 

 6 Phnom 
Penh 

3 Female garment 
factory workers 

Mostly married (only one was unmarried) 
working in factories that manufacture 
sports apparel, ranging in age between 
late 20s to late 30s.  

 6 Phnom 
Penh 

4 Informal male workers Mostly married (one respondent was      
a widower), working as motorbike taxi 
drivers, food or grocery sellers or security 
guards at community market, ranging in 
age from mid-30s to early 60s.  

 6 Phnom 
Penh 

5 Informal female 
workers 

Married, unmarried and widowed women, 
working as construction workers, house 
cleaners and stay-at-home caregivers for 
their family, ranging in age from early 30s 
to late 50s in age 

 6 Phnom 
Penh 

6 University students 
(mixed gender) 

First year to third year university 
students, some who are working part-
time/interning with private and non-profit 
organisations, ranging in age between 
18-23 years 

 5 Phnom 
Penh 

Total customers from focus group discussions 36 

Rapid interviews with customers at location of eatery 

Women One garment factory worker and one 
woman who lives by herself and has 
disposable income from collecting rent 
were interviewed.  

 2 Phnom 
Penh 

Students Students who were eating breakfast at the 
food vendors in a market were 
interviewed.  
  

4 Phnom 
Penh 
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Man One middle aged man who primarily eats 
from informal/street vendors was 
interviewed.  

1 Phnom 
Penh 

Total customer rapid interviews  7 

 In-depth interview and observations with food vendors 

1 Fixed shop selling food for breakfast, lunch or dinner.   4 Phnom 
Penh 

2 Mobile vendor selling food for breakfast, lunch or dinner.  1 Phnom 
Penh 

3 Kiosk or stall selling snack foods  2 Phnom 
Penh 

4 Fixed shop selling snack foods  2 Phnom 
Penh 

5 Kiosk or stall selling food for breakfast, lunch or dinner  2 Phnom 
Penh 

Total vendor interviews 11 
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Table 3: Overview of vendors interviewed in the study 

Vendor  Seating  Lives 

onsite 

Food Sold Price Range  

(4000 riel = 1USD) 

Target 

Customers 

Fuel Use 

Fixed shop 

lunch and 

dinner vendor 

3-5 chairs Yes Stir fried food, 

stews, curries, 

rice 

Low - 2000-3000 riel per 

meal  

Garment 

factory 

workers and 

informal 

workers 

Primary: 

charcoal  

Minimal 

use: Gas  

Fixed 

restaurant 

breakfast and 

lunch  

Up to 30 

chairs 

Yes Rice Porridge, 

Fried noodles, 

Fried bread 

Chicken and Pork 

rice, coffees and 

drinks 

5,000-7,000 riel for 

outside garment factory 

compound 

Garment 

factory 

workers 

Primary: 

Gas 

Charcoal 

for soups 

Fixed Snack 

seller  

Up to 30 

chairs 

Yes Fried meatballs, 

sausage, fried 

wontons fried fish 

balls, assorted 

vegetables, tofu, 

grilled egg, grilled 

meat 

7,000-10,000 riel per 

portion 

Young people 

of middle 

income 

Gas  

Fixed Vendor 

in Russian 

Market 

3-5 

Chairs 

Yes Khmer Noodles 

with curry soup 

and Khmer soup, 

Stewed pork, 

stews and rice 

7,000 - 10,000 riel per 

portion 

Middle income 

professionals 

and students  

Charcoal 

and gas  

Fried Chicken 

kiosk 

No  No  Fried chicken, 

meatballs, 

sausage 

5,000 - 10,000 riel per 

portion  

Low income and 

informal workers 

around garment 

factory area 

Gas  

Mobile Cart - 

rice porridge 

and noodles 

No  No Rice porridge and 

noodles  

segmented for inside 

garment factory 

compound and outside, 

2,000 riel inside and 

3,000 riel outside  

Garment factory 

workers and 

informal with 

low income 

Charcoal 

and gas 
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4. KEY FINDINGS 

This section first provides an overview of where, when and why urban dwellers eat food which 

is prepared outside of the home (findings from the FGDs) and then describes the journey of 

food businesses that were interviewed in the study. Information about how and where they 

buy different inputs for their business, and what barriers and challenges they face, are 

discussed.   

4.1 Daily eating patterns and factors that influence them (FGDs) 

Generally, Cambodians eat breakfast between 7-9 AM, lunch from 11 AM-1 PM and dinner is 

eaten around 7PM. Snacks might be consumed around 10:30-11 AM and 3-4 PM which could 

be an assortment of fruits or bubble tea or another beverage. Grilled meats and prohet (fried 

meatballs), while a snack, are eaten later in the day, around 5 PM or so, after work. Figures 

1-5 are photos of some frequently consumed meals and snacks.  

 

Figure 1: Kew Tieu (left side image) and Pork and rice (right side image) 
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Figure 2: Fried noodles, rice porridge (borbor) and fried bread (from left side to right) 

 

Figure 3: Dried seasoned freshwater clams (Leas hal) and pickled fruits (from left side to right) 

 

 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 3: Snack foods: Cockles (left side image) pickled and fresh fruits (right side 
image) 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 4: More snack foods: Dessert (left side image) and grilled eggs (right 
side image) 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5: Snack foods: Grilled meat (left side 
image) and fried foods (right side image) 
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Figure 4: Khmer desserts and grilled chicken egg (from left side to right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Beef skewers and fried chickens/meatballs/hotdogs (from left side to right) 

 

Time 

Across the different types of people who were interviewed for the study, time seemed to play 

an important role in affecting their eating behaviour. Respondents reported needing to decide 

whether they ate a meal, and where they ate, based on how much time they had. Students 
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mentioned skipping breakfast1 entirely before COVID-19 because they would not have time to 

eat at home or eat out before their classes began. One student who was doing a double major 

mentioned needing to pack food from home for her lunch because she did not have time 

between classes to go out to a shop, order food and eat.  

Whether it was the need to go to the office or needing to take care of household chores, the 

non-student sample seemed to choose to eat out for breakfast (and sometimes lunch) when 

they or the person responsible for cooking had no time to cook. “Breakfast and lunch, we eat 

out because there is no time to cook in the morning,” mentioned a white-collar employee 

referring to his wife’s lack of time for cooking as she needed to get to work as well.  Stay-at-

home caregivers also mentioned eating out for breakfast while cooking lunch and dinner at 

home. Garment factory workers and informal male workers ate out the least in the sample 

population, showing how income constraints are a higher influence than time constraints for 

the populations with limited disposable income. “I try to cook food at home as much as 

possible, and only on days when I oversleep, I eat breakfast outside”, explained one garment 

factory worker.  

From the perspective of time, breakfast seems to be the most frequent meal to be eaten out, 

followed by lunch, and dinner, which was the least likely to be eaten out due to constraints of 

time, by the sample. Dinner was eaten out for other reasons associated with the need to 

socialize with friends or having a special meal with the family.   

Location 

The location of the eatery influenced whether customers can eat there. Office goers mentioned 

either choosing to eat breakfast at a location very close to their house or en-route to their 

workplace or very close to their workplace. Similarly, lunch locations were chosen based on 

proximity to work or university. This shows how the availability of time influenced where food 

was eaten from. Food apps helped some of the respondents overcome this constraint, 

allowing them to order from restaurants and eateries that were farther away from their 

workplace. But these were mentioned only by a subset of respondents who had more 

disposable income and were not too concerned about spending $5 or more per meal2.  

Riverside in Phnom Penh is a location where families and groups of young people gather in 

the evenings or over weekends to enjoy some fresh air and food. Snack vendors who sell 

grilled/fried meat and vegetables from those locations were mentioned frequently by most of 

the respondents. When the study sample had more time they are more driven to seek nice 

views such as at the riverside, during weekends. The frequency with which they would visit 

these locations is determined by how much disposable income they had. Informal workers 

mentioned coming to places like riverside, or other locations with nice views much less 

frequently.  

 
1 Some female students and at home women caregivers mentioned skipping breakfast altogether and some 

informal male workers mentioned skipping dinners without providing an explanation on why, other than lack of 
hunger, and it was difficult to probe for reasons in a focus group setting.  
2 Meals can be priced from 75 cents to $1 on average when bought from street vendors and low priced eateries 

that serve Cambodian food similar to those included in the study.  
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Ability to cook 

Students and unmarried male white-collar employees who were living by themselves without 

their mother or wife, mentioned needing to eat out because they did not know how to cook. 

When comparing responses, it was clear that those who knew how to cook chose to eat food 

at home, while those who had disposable income chose to eat out for breakfast, lunch and 

dinner. In households where the woman was not working, the families ate most of their meals 

at home, especially for breakfast and lunch. In households where the woman was working, 

dinner was the meal that was eaten at home. “My wife and mother pack my lunch and snack 

to eat at work and I eat breakfast and dinner with them”, mentioned an employee who worked 

at a private company. “We cook dinner after we come back from the factory, even on days 

when we do overtime”, several garment factory workers confirmed.  

Taste and need for diversity 

There were differing views about whether home cooked food or outside food was more tasty, 

perhaps closely linked to one’s ability to cook food well. But it influenced the decision to eat 

out or eat in if there was enough disposable income and adequate cooking skills. For example, 

some respondents mentioned preferring to eat at home and cook the foods they like at home 

rather than eating out, while some respondents mentioned needing to eat out because they 

wanted to break the monotony of eating food cooked at home, and also being able to have 

more diversity in what they ate for each meal. Additionally, snacks such as fried or grilled 

banana, mixed fruits (M’chu), cockles and various beverages that were purchased from 

outside are not prepared at home, even in houses that cooked all their meals at home. So 

there is  some component of eating foods from outside to supplement the foods they make 

and eat from home.  

Money 

Unsurprisingly, money has a big influence on where and how frequently study respondents 

would eat out. The need to balance their budget, with time constraints and food needs, was 

apparent with some students, a few white-collar workers and all garment factory and male 

informal workers. “I wish the price of a meal would not fluctuate so much”, mentioned one 

white-collar employee when talking about the price of his lunch (rice and grilled meat) 

changing from $1 to $1.25 from day to day. “Eating out for the whole family is too much, we 

go maybe once a week to the riverside and eat some snacks and spend $2.5 for the whole 

family,” mentioned one male informal worker.  

Lack of hygiene could cause the respondents or their families to fall sick, costing them money 

to get better. This was another reason some informal workers mentioned preferring to not eat 

out too much. The cost of taking their children to health care facilities when they have 

diarrhoea or if they had to miss work was too high. In contrast, some students seemed to have 

slightly more disposable income to spend on food. “We spend about $2.5 every day for all our 

meals and snacks”, mentioned a group of students who were interviewed at the market.  
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From the study we could see that garment factory workers and informal workers were the most 

price sensitive group, restricting their eating out activities to the minimum. “We have lunch 

provided at the factory every day, and will buy a snack like grilled or fried banana on the way 

back home”, explained one garment factory worker. Interviews with food vendors also 

confirmed that garment factory workers, informal workers such as motorbike taxi drivers and 

daily wage labourers were extremely sensitive to price increases of their meals.  

Some students and some white-collar workers fell in the middle of this spectrum of budget 

constraints, speaking occasionally about the price of foods determining whether they would 

go to a restaurant. Finally, some students and white-collar workers in the sample seemed to 

have more disposable income than the rest and were able to go to places they wanted to, and 

did not mention cost as a factor that would influence where they ate or how often they would 

eat out.  

Safety and hygiene 

All respondents mentioned safety and hygiene as an important factor that influences where 

they eat. Informal workers and those in the study with lower levels of disposable income 

mentioned being worried about falling sick from eating outside food. Participants who were 

parents mentioned being careful about where they bought food for their family or where they 

would eat out to ensure their children do not fall sick. The more price sensitive sample of the 

study mentioned choosing to eat at home due to hygiene concerns while the less price 

sensitive sample were able to find cleaner locations that fit their budget and other criteria. It 

can be concluded that those with more disposable income had more access to safe and 

hygienic eating out locations.  

COVID-19 heightened customers’ fears around going out and eating out, as many 

respondents reported completely stopping their routine of eating food from outside and 

switching to cooking at home. As respondents were spending more time at home during the 

lockdowns, they were able to spend more time cooking. However, others who were not able 

to stay at home, or cook at home, mentioned switching to packing their food and not dining in 

at vendor locations.  

Customers also mentioned choosing vendors who they perceived to be following certain 

COVID-19 specific safety and hygiene protocols such as spraying and cleaning tables and 

chairs with alcohol, wearing masks, wearing gloves and having designated people to handle 

money and food separately. While cleanliness and safety of the foods was related to 

freshness, chances of getting an upset stomach and how clean the establishment looked, the 

pandemic has added several more criteria for vendors to comply with to make customers feel 

safe.  

Socialising and special occasions 

Planning and making time to share a meal with family or friends was important for the white-

collar sample and student sample. While the students and unmarried white-collar employees 

mentioned regularly going out with their friends in the evening and eating snacks, white-collar 

employees with families mentioned dinner as an important meal to have with their family. 
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Some of them would choose to take their family out, bring some food home to make it special 

or have a home cooked meal together. Informal male workers who lived together mentioned 

cooking foods togethers at home for festivals to make it special.  

Mealtimes over the weekend seemed to be reserved for either family or friends. “On the 

weekends I will take my family to a barang3 steak restaurant,” explained one white-collar 

employee whose favourite food was steak and mentioned the occasional fancy dinners as the 

only times he and his family eat outside food.  

“During COVID-19 we had to stop eating outside food and going out to meet friends is 

something I really miss. I am really looking forward to going out to eat again so I can meet up 

with them,” a student shared when talking about how COVID-19 affected her eating out and 

social life. More information is available in the vignettes in section 5.   

Characteristics of food vendors that were important to customers 

While discussing what they looked for, the respondents highlighted the need for cleanliness 

and COVID-19 safety as one of the most important, followed by other factors such as choice 

of food, taste, speed of service and friendly customer service. Fuel choices of their vendors 

did not come up as something customers were paying attention to. As most of the coal cooking 

is in the back, away from customers, as long their eating experience was not disturbed, they 

did not know about or care what fuels their vendors used.  

“When dishes are being cleaned where I can see them, I find those places unhygienic to eat 

at”, explained one respondent when asked what cleanliness meant to them. Another 

mentioned needing to see that the food was covered and that there were no flies inside the 

display case or around the food. “Some of the vendors are located in places that smell bad”, 

shared a respondent about what type of vendors he does not buy food from. “I usua lly go to 

places that have a lot of people. This is a good indicator that their food is delicious and clean,” 

explained another respondent about how he would choose a new place to eat at.  

“I circulate between the same 4-5 vendors for lunch. I trust them and like their food and would 

like to give them all some business. They are my Facebook friends,” shared one respondent 

who was just one of two respondents in the study who reported having close relationships with 

his food vendors. “I eat borbor (rice porridge) for breakfast every day from her. She and I are 

close, we used to study together,” an informal worker explained why she continued eating 

from the shop even though the cleanliness levels are not to her liking.  

Some respondents from across the different focus groups mentioned having a few trusted 

vendors they would buy food from. Some informal male workers mentioned going back to the 

same vendor because they trust the quality of their foods and the cleanliness. “There are not 

that many vendors around my home or near work who are clean. So, I eat from them every 

day even though it is boring to eat the same food every day. When I don’t change vendors 

often, the chances of getting COVID-19 are low,” explained one white collar employee who 

 
3 Barang is the term for foreign/French or for activities and places that are frequented by foreigners. In this context, 

he was referring to an expensive and potential French or American restaurant.  
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managed a shop in Phnom Penh. Trust in the quality of food and cleanliness seemed to play 

a big role for returning customers.  

While more in-depth data collection will be needed to understand how aspirations influence 

eating out behaviour, it is clear that the younger and more affluent samples in the study were 

more open to trying new places and new cuisines. They were also more likely to mention 

eating out in the realm of aspirational behaviours. Availability of disposable income and access 

to foods that fit within their budget for eating out seem to be the two main factors influencing 

any aspirational eating out behaviour. The first three vignettes in section 5 provide more 

insights on how the young and affluent are making some of these decisions.  

Emerging profiles of customers 

Due to the small sample size, detailed customer profiles were not developed. However, some 

recurring types of behaviours among customers interviewed indicated some potential 

customer profiles that could be investigated more deeply in future studies.  

Table 4: Emerging profiles of interviewed customers 

Loving parent Health-conscious eater 

Parents adapted their eating out behaviour 
to ensure their children were happy. This 
could mean going to eateries that catered to 
the children’s food or fun needs or it could 
mean not eating out at all and cooking food 
for the children who are picky eaters. Parents 
of all income levels were very conscious 
about the safety of the foods they feed their 
children. Any locations that looked 
unhygienic or had foods that might put their 
family at risk are avoided.  

These customers are most concerned about 
getting sick from eating either junk food, or 
food that has been prepared or stored 
unhygienically.  
Across the income levels, this shows up 
differently. While some prefer to cook their 
own foods at home because they can ensure 
their food is washed and cooked properly, 
others who are able to afford it are also 
looking for organic and chemical free food.  
Cleanliness, hygiene and healthy foods are 
their priority.  

Food adventurer Loyal Customer 

They love taking their friends to try out new 
foods and new places. They are the 
adventurous leader of the pack. While not all 
forays will be successful, it will be fun for all. 
They look on social media for new places 
and foods to try, and will be the trusted 
source among their friends on where to go to 
eat something new. They are on the lookout 
the next new thing to try, so long as it fits their 
budget.   

In stark contrast to the food adventurer is the 
loyal customer. Once they find the vendors 
that meet their needs with regard to taste, 
convenient access, good customer service 
and cleanliness and safety, they will rarely 
change where they eat. They will bring their 
family and friends to the same 
vendors/eateries/restaurants because they 
are guaranteed a good experience.  

 

4.2 Insights on food vendors (semi-structured interviews) 

There is a linear progression from mobile food vendors to fixed shop eateries to those with air 

conditioning and glass doors when defining informal and formal food vendors, and 
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distinguishing them as street vendors, low priced eateries and medium-high priced eateries. 

But not all mobile and street vendors are made equal. Even among the mobile vendors, some 

vendors sell pre-cooked food on bicycles, some sell from push carts, some sell cooked food 

from motorized carts, and there are branded coffee vendors that have a more formal looking 

food truck to sell from (Figures 6-7). 

Figure 6: Cooked crabs mobile vendor and roti (a type of desserts) mobile vendor (from left side to right) 

Figure 7: Branded mobile coffee cart 

 Figure 8: Kiosks selling coffee and beef skewer with baguette (from left side to right) 

 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 7: Push cart food vendor (left side image) and mobile food vendor with a motorbike (right 
side image) 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 6: Branded coffee cart 
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The modular nature of some of the kiosks/stalls make it hard to distinguish if they are part of 

the fixed food shop behind them. As stand-alone food businesses, they can fall into the 

category of street food, but they too have varying levels of branding and quality of shop 

structure that makes it hard to define clearly which kiosk is a formal establishment and which 

is informal (Figure 8). There is a continued spectrum in terms of level of mobility, branding and 

quality of shop structure when examining street food vendors in Cambodia. 

Charcoal, gas and electricity for cooking 

Many vendors that were interviewed for the study were using either only LPG/butane or 

stacking with charcoal to suit their cooking needs. Only one vendor mentioned using charcoal 

for grilling meats because of taste, other grilled (and fried) meat vendors preferred the gas-

electric hybrid appliance that came with their kiosk because it gives them better temperature 

control and heated up the grill faster. 

Figure 9: Gas powered deep fryer favoured by snack food vendors 

In the less formal eateries, charcoal stoves allowed the cooking of larger quantities of food 

such as rice or curry. Only one eatery interviewed was using gas to cook large quantities of 

rice, other eateries were using charcoal. This business seemed to be doing much better 

financially and had invested in electric and gas cooking appliances that were meant for 

commercial cooking. In other eateries’ the gas stoves were smaller and were being used to 

warm smaller portions of food for customers to choose from. 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 8: Different types of foods sold from kiosks or less fixed structures 
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Only one fully mobile vendor was interviewed during the study and he reported using charcoal 

instead of gas in his cart for safety reasons and was interested to hear if there were electric 

options that would be affordable and suit his mobile station. He was using gas to boil his meat 

at home.  

When comparing charcoal, electricity and gas, charcoal is the cheapest fuel, and it was being 

used when food such as soup that needs a longer cooking time was being prepared. On 

average, 1 kilogram of charcoal is 37 cents while 1 kilogram of gas is between 1-2 dollars. All 

vendors that were interviewed mention that gas and electricity are expensive and the price of 

gas has been increasing since October from $15 for 15 kilograms of gas to $20 for the same 

sized cylinder. Even the most well-to-do eatery was using charcoal for longer cooking items 

to save on fuel costs.  

One of the challenges mentioned by food vendors was the increasing prices of ingredients 

and utilities but having very price sensitive suppliers and customers. Being stuck in the middle, 

it is up to them to absorb some of these spikes, with the hope that the costs will begin to go 

down as the supply chain recovers from the pandemic.  

Networks and social relationships in business 

All vendors mentioned having regular or moy4 suppliers for their charcoal, gas and food supply. 

Their decision to use a supplier seems to be based on where they get the best price and if 

they can rely on them for timely delivery. “I found a seafood supplier and started buying from 

him. I did look for other suppliers to see if anyone else will give me a better price but I didn’t 

find a cheaper source, so I stuck with that supplier”, one respondent shared. “I buy all my fresh 

produce from Boueng Trabek market because it is cheaper than Toul Tum Poung market,” 

another respondent explained how he tries and keeps the cost of food cheap so that his 

student customers will be happy. “We used to order our supplies from a company but changed 

to a supplier at the market because the company took too long to deliver the goods. At the 

market, they are quick. Call them today. They deliver tomorrow,” a larger eatery employee 

shared while explaining why they changed a supplier.  

While many of the vendors that were interviewed seemed very in tune with their customer’s 

needs (see vignette 6.1 for more details), only one vendor mentioned caring enough to allow 

them to eat on credit. “If my customer says they don’t have money that day, I tell them it’s ok. 

They can pay later,” he shared. His customers are primarily low-income garment factory or 

informal workers. The same vendor also provides a small discount to customers from the 

housing community he lives in (see vignette 6.2 to read more about this vendor). He was one 

of the few who seemed to take an extra effort to serve his customers and elevate their 

experience of eating from his food cart.  

 
4 Moy is a term used to indicate a regular relationship, commonly used in referring to a customer or supplier in this 
study 
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Challenges and enabling factors for food vendors 

There were some recurring challenges mentioned by all vendors with regard to rising costs of 

inputs and the need to keep costs low. Some vendors were able to live on premises of their 

shop as a way to keep costs low, while some were renting separate shop locations (or 

purchased a cart). Table 5 summarises some of the barriers and enablers mentioned by 

vendors in the study. 

Table 5: Summary of barriers and enablers for food vendors in the study 

Summary of barriers and enablers for vendors  

Vendor  Barriers  Enablers/Positive Factors 

Fixed shop 
in garment 
factory 
worker 
compound 

• Price conscious customers 

• Rising cost of gas and 
ingredients eroding profit 
margin 

• Less customers during 
Covid-19 

• Labour shortage – too 
much to do between just 
the three women  

• Family lives in the shop, so can keep 
costs down  

• Young daughter is very tech savvy, uses 
IT to connect with customers, especially 
young female factory workers who enjoy 
spending time with her  

• Pivoted to delivering food themselves 

Fixed shop 
selling meals 

• High cost of electricity and 
gas 

• Less customers during 
Covid-19 

• Labour shortage during 
peak meal times 

• Well known for their diverse menu 

• Place to sit for families, open and well 
ventilated space means people still come 
during Covid-19 

• Hygiene conscious  

Snack seller • High cost of electricity and 
gas 

• Less customers during 
Covid-19 and even now 

• Aware of the needs of his customers 

• Expanded over the course of 5 years, 
based on customer feedback 

• Catering to young people  

• Did not have to close during Covid-19, 
pivoted to pick-up/ take-away orders 

Fixed 
Vendor in 
Russian 
market 

• Less customers during 
Covid-19 and afterwards  

• Strong links with neighbouring vendors, 
they are her customers and also supply 
her customers with drinks and coffees if 
they want 

• Access to resources in the market  
Well known location 

Fried 
Chicken 
kiosk 

• Hard to get customers 
sometimes, waits long time 
for them to come 

• Entrepreneurial mindset 

• Has multiple kiosks run by her family 
members  

• High volume, low effort product 

• Temperature control of gas equipment 
helps with product taste and texture  

Mobile food 
vendor 
selling 
noodle 
soups 

• Needs to work 20 hours a 
day to manage the 
business 

• Unable to find money to 
invest in a fixed shop due 
to existing debts and lack 
of savings  

• Rise in price of ingredients 
is eroding his profit margin  

• Caters to his customers’ needs, aware of 
their price points 

• Seeks customer feedback for taste, 
products, etc 

• Offers credit for them if they cannot afford 
to eat one day, secures their loyalty 

• Segments the prices, entrepreneurial 
understanding of different customer 
segments and their price points 
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5. VIGNETTES OF EATING OUT 

5.1 Food as a language of love 

Interviews and focus group discussions with customers showed how eating out and cooking 

food at home were both expressions of love and care among friends and family. “My wife and 

mother cook for me and I take them out to a nice restaurant on Sundays”, said one respondent 

who ate home cooked food throughout the week and perhaps during the weekends as well, 

barring one or two dinners he ate out with his family. Study participants’ responses around 

cooking at home and eating out with their family unit showed a pattern of reciprocity between 

those who stayed at home and those who went out to earn an income. While the stay-at-home 

caregivers cooked for their loved ones, those who went to work, spent money to take their 

family out to eat. “I take my parents out to bar-be-que almost every night,” said a young 

employee of an NGO. He explained that eating out in these ‘bar-be-que’ restaurants is quite 

affordable for a family, allowing him to treat his family every day.  

Figure 10: A Cambodian BBQ restaurant 

For families that were busy with work, evening dinners during the weekdays seem to be the 

time to bond and connect. “I eat out for breakfast and lunch because everyone needs to go to 

work in the morning and there is no time to cook. But in the evenings, I make sure I go home 

for dinner. We eat all our meals at home during weekends,” explained a 50-year-old white 

collar employee. In his house, the women who worked were also the ones to cook for the 

family in the evenings and during weekends. For him, making time for his family instead of 
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going out with friends for dinners and meals over weekends was a way of showing his love 

and care. “I eat out with friends during the weekdays after work but weekend meals are with 

my family,” shared a young student who also works part-time.  

“I don’t eat outside too much because my children are very particular about what they eat. I 

cook the foods they like every day,” a female informal worker shared. While this sounded like 

quite a lot of work for her, her tone and language indicated she prided herself for being able 

to cook foods that her children like and ask for. Another working mother mentioned buying 

fried chicken after work for her young children because she likes to pamper them as much as 

she can.  

Cooking, for women, was both a responsibility but also an expression of their role as mother, 

wife or caregiver, while working and spending money on their family or spending time with 

them through shared meal times seems to be the recurring expressions of care for men or 

working members of the family.  

5.2 How COVID-19 impacted customers 

There was a stark difference in how COVID-19 affected eating habits of study respondents 

who had access to disposable income and those who didn’t. Informal workers and factory 

workers who were unable to work during lockdowns mentioned staying home and cooking 

food. They were unable to go outside to buy from vendors because they were closed as well. 

There seemed to be several factors that influenced this group of respondents’ eating 

behaviour, but perhaps the most important one was the combination of loss of income, or the 

need to restrict households’ expenses and the ability to cook while staying home. Before 

COVID-19, respondents from this group who reported needing to eat out for breakfast or lunch 

would do this only when they had limited time or energy to cook because of work. The 

lockdowns therefore gave them more time at home allowing them to cook more. Unlike the 

other group of respondents who were white collar workers or students, informal workers and 

garment factory workers did not mention eating out for fun or going out to socialize with friends 

or treating their families as much. So, there was not as large of change in their eating out 

behaviour during the lockdowns.  
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Figure 11: Strict lockdown measures in Cambodia saw empty streets and shops 

“I would order food through the apps. This is something I will continue doing. It’s so convenient 

and easy,” a young white-collar employee shared. The number of food delivery apps5 has 

been steadily increasing in Phnom Penh and the pandemic accelerated their usage many 

folds. In addition, cashless payments have also become commonplace. One can see street 

food vendors with QR code stickers on their carts. “I didn’t use these food delivery apps that 

much before the pandemic, and now that places are open, I will continue using them to order 

myself bubble tea or lunch but I am looking forward to going out to eat with my friends,” a 

student reported.  

          

Figure 12: Food delivery app Nham24 drivers parked outside a restaurant 

 

 
5 Food panda, Nham24, and Wow are just a few of the food delivery apps available in Phnom Penh. The number 

of delivery apps for ready to eat foods and grocery deliveries have been increasing steadily.  
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Eating out with colleagues and friends was an important ritual for connection and bonding. 

This decreased significantly among the white collar and student respondents in the study. 

While the white-collar respondents would still eat outside food, they switched to take-away 

from the same eateries they were previously dining in with their friends for lunch. Students 

and young employees who didn’t have children or were unmarried also mentioned eating out 

during the evenings with their friends as an important part of their day, which had to stop 

completely during the pandemic. The respondents were slowly returning to some of their old 

habits of eating out, but with caution and are also holding on to some of the time saving 

modalities of ordering food from the apps when they were eating alone.  

Figure 13: The riverside in Phnom Penh bustles with activity every evening 

Students saw a surprising benefit from the lockdowns and online lessons. “I was able to eat 

breakfast because of our online lessons,” exclaimed a student and there was agreement from 

the other focus group members. Students were eating at home more and were able to eat 

more meals because of the lockdown. “Before, I had to leave for school at 7 AM and there 

was no time to eat anything that early. But with online lessons I can eat breakfast at 8 or 9 

AM!” she explained. While this respondent was living with her family and had her mother 

cooking all three meals at home, even students who were living on their own or living with 

friends mentioned being able to eat something for breakfast. “I eat some bread and fruit,” 

shared another student who was living with another family and had to make her own meals. 
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5.3 Netflix for food 

There was a playful excitement when some of the young respondents spoke about exploring 

new places to eat and trying new dishes with friends. “You know you see these sexy photos 

of roasted chicken or something like that. And you know they did a good job on photoshop but 

I still want to try it. I will share the post with my friends and we will go check the place out. 

Provided the price is reasonable of course,” explained a student who was striving for a balance 

between her budget and keeping up with her friends’ appetite for new things.  

“We can’t try new places with our parents, they are too traditional and want the same thing 

when they go out”, explained another student. “Yes, my father, he has these restaurants that 

he likes and keeps taking us to the same place every weekend,” agreed another who spent 

her weekday evenings exploring foods with her friends while her weekends were reserved for 

her family. “None of us get a say in where we eat. He is a loyal customer to these restaurants,” 

she explained when asked how these family dinners were planned on weekends.  

While grilled and fried foods eateries were a staple for the youngsters to socialize in the 

evenings or over weekends, some of the new branded restaurants such as Suki Soup, ‘7 

levels spicy Korean noodles’, KFC and 4Ps pizza were also mentioned as places they like to 

go to indulge themselves once in a while. While white collar employees mention eating out as 

well, they were not excited about trying new places and risking their families not having a good 

meal. Families seemed to look for reliable, good quality service restaurants. Parents were 

particularly cued towards places that had enough space for the children to play and the food 

would be safe to eat.  

While the younger respondents also mentioned using the food apps to try new restaurants 

and bubble tea places for their lunch or mid-day snacks, the middle-aged employees 

mentioned frequenting the same vendors near their offices and maybe accompanying their 

colleagues if they wanted to try a new place. “It’s so easy to try out new places on the apps. I 

don’t need to worry about traveling to the place in between work, or how far it is or where it is. 

I just look on the app and order,” shared a student who also worked part-time.  

There seems to be a distinct group of people in the study who were the initiators of exploring 

and trying new places. Once they like or dislike the place, they share this information with their 

friends and colleagues. And the second group of people follow these recommendations and 

accompany the first group of initiators in their food explorations.  

While the younger respondents mentioned the older generation actively resisting trying new 

places, elderly respondents who were interviewed mentioned going to places that their 

children took them to, without any mention of having a say in how these locations are chosen. 

It is not clear if their children, knowing their traditional preferences, took them to the same 

locations where they have been to in the past or if the younger respondents had just 

stereotyped the elderly populations’ culinary curiosity.  
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6. VIGNETTES OF FOOD VENDORS 

6.1. Innovation tactics among food vendors 

Interviews with street and food vendors in this study brought to light how they used strategies 

seen in the design thinking and innovation cycles to reduce risk, improve product quality and 

customer service. While they might not define themselves as creative problem solvers or 

design thinkers, many of their operational strategies fit these criteria.  

Continuous cycle of learning: It was interesting to hear that businesses who have been 

running for over 10-15 years are continuing to improve and expand their service and products. 

“When I introduce a new snack, I watch how it does for 2-3 days and if the customers don’t 

like it, I will remove it,” explained one snack food vendor who has been selling Prohet for the 

last 15 years. His continued interest in looking for new products to offer his customers is 

balanced with an eye on checking how these new creations are doing. This might be the 

reason young people flock to his eatery.  

Another vendor who has been selling for the last 11 years mentioned that they have been 

slowly expanding their menu based on customer requests for new flavours and dishes. Their 

next new product will be machine coffee. “95% of my customers order coffee with their food 

and we know people like machine coffee, so we would like to buy a coffee machine,” explained 

the vendor. Despite having a bustling business and loyal customers, this business 

understands the importance of continuing to strive for better customer experience. Moving 

from instant coffee to machine made coffee could sweeten the pot for customers who still visit 

their shop for the food and tolerate the instant coffee but it can also bring in new customers 

who were going elsewhere because they care more for the quality of their coffee and less 

about the food.  

Rapid prototyping: “When I started selling noodle soup, I had no experience making it. The 

first month was very bad. But I kept asking customers for their feedback, what was too little, 

what was too much, what else would they like”, recounted one vendor who decided to co-

create his products with his customers. One of the vendors mentioned starting his snack 

business by selling them only online. After validating his business idea that young people will 

buy his snacks consistently enough to set up a shop, he opened a physical shop but only 

allowed take-away. After a few years he expanded his physical shop to allow dine-in as well.  

“I learnt how to cook some of these items by watching YouTube” explained another vendor 

who had started selling grilled meat because his seafood sales were low. This vendor has 

almost a modular approach to his food business. He upgraded his business from selling Balut6 

from a mobile cart to selling seafood from a fixed shop. “I thought this would bring more 

income,” he had explained. But with low seafood sales, he added on grilled meat and cooked 

seafood for his customers. His next problem to solve is that of his shop location. “Sales are 

low because there is not much foot traffic here, and most of them are factory workers. I need 

to look for a better location, which is cheaper and near a market,” he explained. His business 

 
6 A boiled egg with duck embryo which is a popular snack 
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journey so far shows him to be quite agile and focused on optimizing the different aspects of 

his food business. As he prototypes towards a more profitable business, it will be interesting 

to see what he would be selling and where in a couple of years.  

Customer centric service: The businesses that were interviewed showed many aspects of 

their product and service design stemming from keeping their customer at the centre of the 

business they designed. Some businesses chose what fuels they would use, or where they 

would place the kitchen to ensure their customers felt they were eating at a clean and hygienic 

place. “I tried using wood but it made my cart black…so I use charcoal because I want to keep 

my cart clean,” explained a mobile food vendor.   

As COVID-19 introduced new fears among customers and vendors, some of the vendors 

mentioned some new measures they had introduced to make the customers feel safe eating 

from their shop. “I wear gloves, mask and wash my hands often because it is good for my 

customer and it is good for me,” explained one street vendor who also wore a clean apron and 

chose to use coal instead of wood to keep his mobile cart looking clean. Another vendor 

mentioned boiling their utensils in hot water using electric rice cookers to ensure their 

customers knew that their business was invested in providing them safe and hygienic food.  

Figure 14: Restaurant staff wipes down the tables with alcohol while wearing a mask 

“My customers are price sensitive, so I try to keep them happy”. This was mentioned by several 

businesses we interviewed. Whether their customers were garment factory workers who came 

to them for their meals or young people who bought snacks in the evenings, some of the 

businesses who interviewed were very aware of how much their customers can pay, or were 

willing to pay, and would shop for ingredients in places that were cheaper. “I know the students 

don’t have much money to spend, that was one of the reasons I started my business, so they 

could have an affordable place to eat delicious food,” explained one vendor.  
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Balancing the new with the old: The pandemic accelerated cashless payments and online 

food delivery in Phnom Penh and it was interesting to observe that these technology trends 

were not limited to just the middle to high end restaurants and businesses. Several of the 

businesses interviewed had the sticker for QR code payment options and were also linked to 

online food delivery apps. “Many of my customers don’t have cash,” explained one snack 

vendor when asked about the QR code on his kiosk. “I went to the bank one day and they 

gave me the QR code. It was free,” he continued.  

Figure 15: The number of online food delivery apps increased manifold during the pandemic 

In summary, the food businesses are constantly innovating, changing and optimizing either 

product, service or location. The businesses we interviewed showed the breadth of traditional 

tactics to cutting edge with charcoal cooking stoves sitting next to gleaming industrial gas 

cooking stations. The vendors are looking up recipes on YouTube, registering their businesses 

on online food delivery apps and allowing their customers to experience the ease of cashless 

transactions. It is clear that if new and affordable technology were available to them and it 

improved their customer’s experience, they would adopt it.  

6.2. All on his own  

Von is a father of 3, with another baby on the way. He lives with his wife, children and mother. 

A few years ago, when his father and mother’s health took a turn for the worse, Von needed 

to quit his job at the factory to take care of them. As the bills for their treatment continued 

rising, the family incurred debts that caused him to sell his land and moved to the gated 

community in the outskirts of Phnom Penh, where he sells food from a mobile cart.  
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Figure 16: Mr. Von, his wife and his food cart 

When he started this business four years ago, he knew nothing about cooking food and 

needed to invest $1000-1200 to buy the mobile cart. “The first month was very bad. But I kept 

asking customers for feedback and making adjustments and got better at making food they 

would come back for,” he explained. He sells different types of fried noodles, noodle soup and 

rice porridge for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  

“He is so fatigued, he looks drunk all the time,” his wife complained when he told us about his 

work hours. He wakes up every morning around 3AM to light the fire (charcoal), goes to the 

market at 5 AM to buy his ingredients, comes back home and cooks all the different foods he 

needs to assemble and sell. He serves breakfast until 10AM or so, comes back home to 

prepare for lunch which he serves from around 11:30 AM or so and then sells dinner from 6:30 

PM until 10 PM. He manages to sleep from 10:30 PM until 3AM the next day.  

When asked why he uses charcoal which costs him 2 hours of his sleep in the morning, he 

mentioned that he uses charcoal for the soup which takes a long time to cook but uses gas to 

boil the meat. He uses about 10 kgs of charcoal per week which costs him around $4 and he 

spends around $7 for 5 kgs of gas.  

In his cart, he uses charcoal because he is afraid of the gas exploding from all the jostling of 

a moving cart. He was not aware that there were any electric cooking options. He does not 

use wood in his cart because it blackens his display case with soot.  
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Figure 17: Mr. Von shows the study team his charcoal stove inside his cart 

In addition to having a clean cart, Von is dressed in a clean apron and wears a mask and uses 

gloves when handling food. “I know my customers care about hygiene and safety. The mask 

and washing hands are to protect the customer and myself,” he explained. He seemed very 

much in tune with his customers and seemed to really care and have a trusted relationship 

with some of the regulars. “Sometimes my customers come and tell me they don’t have money 

and I tell them it’s ok, they can eat now and pay me tomorrow.” He even sells his food at a 

slightly discounted price of 75 cents to the factory workers who live in the compound while he 

sells the same dish for 90 cents to customers outside. He understands that his customers who 

are tuk tuk drivers, factory workers and Grab7 drivers need cheap food. “Fixed shop dishes 

are more expensive than my food, almost double the price,” he explained.   

At the time of the interview, he had just come back after serving breakfast and he had no food 

left. His care and attention to how his food tastes, how his cart looks and how he serves his 

customers seems to be drumming up enough business for him. But how much longer can he 

manage running this food business all on his own, working 20 hours every day? 

 
7 Grab is one of the many food delivery apps available Cambodia. Grab also provides delivery services beyond 
cooked food, for example, Grab also allows customers to order groceries, medicines and deliver goods between 
customers (non-commercial entities) as well. All of these items are delivered on motorbikes by ‘Grab’ drivers.  
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6.3. A fried chicken dynasty 

Figure 18: Lyda and her fried chicken kiosk 

Lyda owns six fried chicken kiosks and runs them with the help of her sister, husband and 

other family members. “My husband’s family has this fried chicken snack business. I used to 

work with my sister-in-law, helping her at her food stand, and I realized I could do this better.”  

So, she set out to build her own franchise of fried snacks. She sells deep fried chicken wings, 

meatballs and sausages.  
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Figure 19: Lyda prepping snacks to be fried 

She liked the location of this kiosk because it has a lot of people coming and going. Most of 

her customers pack the food and eat it elsewhere. At the time of the interview, she was 

prepping her snacks, readying for the 4PM-rush of factory workers who will come by after they 

finish work. Her peak hours for customers are in the morning from 8AM until 9:30 AM and then 

after work hours which starts at 4PM. She thinks she gets about 100 customers every day but 

she does not count. She sells about 20 kgs of chicken per day. A customer would usually 

order 4-5 pieces costing about $4.  
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Figure 20: The gas powered deep fryer used by Lyda 

She has a gas and electric deep fryer in her cart that allows her to control temperature and 

ensure perfectly crisp foods. Each of her carts cost about $1000 but the investment makes 

sense for her because of the quality of the end product. She does not like using charcoal 

because “it is less yummy” and the end product is less consistent as it does not allow her any 

temperature control. “The machine is easy to use and it makes yummy crispy chicken 

consistently”, she explained.  

6.4. A thriving family business 

Located at a busy street corner in southern Phnom Penh, the eatery where Rathana works, 

has been around for 11 years. She is part of the extended family that has been running the 

business. The business started when the parents needed to be taken care of and the children 

and their families came together to live and run this business together.  
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Figure 21: The restaurant at the corner of a busy street in Phnom Penh 

The eatery serves rice dishes, noodles, rice porridge and beverages like fruits juices and 

shakes for breakfast, lunch and dinner. The mother and grandmother run the kitchen, “they 

know the secret recipe for the stocks and broth” while the rest of the family help with other 

aspects of running the restaurant.  

 

Figure 22: A gleaming commercial kitchen with gas stoves 
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The kitchen uses gas, charcoal and electric appliances. The electric rice cooker is used for 

boiling water for heating the serving utensils. While the gas is used for frying food and cooking 

rice. “Gas is very expensive, we spend about $200-300 on gas every month. We don’t use 

electric rice cookers because they are too small for making the quantities of rice we need.” 

They use charcoal for soups as they need to cook for longer durations. They didn’t know how 

much they spend on electricity as they don’t have a separate meter from the house upstairs. 

But they did mention they don’t have an AC as that can be very expensive.  

They have a regular supplier who delivers their charcoal, another regular supplier for the gas, 

another regular supplier from the market for all the food ingredients. Before, they used to order 

food from a company but they took too long to deliver. “There would be delays up to two days 

sometimes.” So, they shifted to ordering from the market when they can rely on the goods 

being delivered the next day. “Order today, comes tomorrow”, she said.  

Figure 23: Electric rice cookers used for heating serving utensils 

“We started with just serving chicken borbor (rice porridge) and as customers asked for new 

flavours and new combinations, we added new dishes to our menu,” Rathana recounted. 

“There is no other place that serves this variety of food and it tastes good! Our customers also 

like our customer service and the levels of hygiene we maintain. The utensils are dipped in 

hot water, we clean the tables and mop the floor and the restaurant is open air, so customers 

feel it's safer”, she continued.  

During COVID-19 the business had to shut down for a month because the family members 

needed to quarantine, but for the remainder of the pandemic the business was able to stay 

open. Take away orders increased during the pandemic, and she remembers that most people 

used to eat in before the pandemic but now the customers are pretty evenly distributed 
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between take-away and dine-ins. The eatery continues to keep their customers’ needs at the 

heart of the business. “We would like to buy a coffee machine next. People like machine 

coffee, right now we only have instant coffee and about 95% of our customers order coffee 

with their food,” observed Rathana. “We also need more staff maybe. It can get very busy and 

hard to manage,” she added when asked what could be done to improve the business.  

The gleaming kitchen appliances and busy shop front are testament to a thriving family 

business that started out serving the delicious and humble rice porridge. Having survived the 

pandemic, the eatery seems to be improving their customer’s experiences without any sign of 

complacency.  

6.5. Two and a half women 

Malis moved to Phnom Penh with her mother, sister and grandmother, 6 years ago. The family 

has been in the food vending business for 10 years and decided to move from Tboung Khmum, 

a province bordering Vietnam, because of the potential to make more money. Their      shop 

is located inside a gated community where factory workers live and work in nearby factories.  

 

Figure 24: Street food restaurant belongs to Malis’s mother 

They rent the shop space and they live in the back of the same space. They chose this location 

because it was much cheaper than other locations outside of the gated community. They pay 

$105 per month in rent while other shops are charging $300-400 per month.  

In shops such as theirs, food is cooked and available for customers to choose from. They point 

at what foods they want and are served the dishes. Malis’s shop serves lunch and dinner, and 

has around 10 different types of foods for customers to choose from including dishes such as 

ginger chicken stir fry, beef stew, a couple of types of fried or grilled fish. “Mother is good at 

cooking and we have done this before, so we decided to open this shop,” explained Malis.  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 24: Sreyka's restaurant from the front 
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Before COVID-19, they used to have more types of food for customers but after the reopening 

in August-September, they didn’t see as many customers in their shop anymore. So, they 

have decreased the number of dishes they serve.  

On a good day, before COVID-19, they used to get about 200 customers per day, but now 

they are lucky if they get 100 customers. “Before people from outside the community would 

come to our shop, but now only customers from inside the community come,” explained Malis. 

“Now the shop is quiet, and we are worried about being able to stay open,” she shared.  

During the pandemic, they had closed the cooked food section of the shop completely and 

had only kept the canned drinks section open. Since the pandemic, they also started getting 

requests for home delivery, and Malis mans the phone and helps with the deliveries. This is a 

new service they provide since the pandemic.  

“It is very hard to manage with just the three of us,” she says. “We go to the market at 6AM to 

buy ingredients to cook. We buy whatever is cheap that day and decide the menu for the day 

accordingly,” she explained. Then her mother and grandmother cook from 7AM until 11 AM, 

when they open for lunch. The shop remains open until 10PM and then they close service for 

the day. “It takes a long time to make so many fully cooked dishes,” her mother explained.       

 

Figure 25: Foods are cooking with charcoals to serve the customer Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 25: Three charcoal stoves used for cooking 
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In the back, a soot covered corner has three large charcoal stoves where the soup, rice and 

stir fry was being made. In the front, the ready to serve food is kept on smaller gas burners 

that keep the food warm.  

Figure 26: Smaller gas stoves to keep the dishes warm while on display 

They use charcoal because it is cheaper and they find it is easier to make the smaller made-

to-order foods as well. They don’t use the gas as much. They spend about $20 per month on 

gas which would buy them about 15 kgs of LPG. Similar to other shops, one can see that 

when food is being cooked in larger quantities, the charcoal stoves are better designed. This 

is the most affordable option for them both in terms of the  size of the stoves (which allow for 

cooking  large quantities of food), and the  cost of fuel.  
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7. CONCLUSION 

As more women start working, and the family has adequate disposable income, a significant 

portion of meals (two of three meals) during the working days are eaten outside the home. 

Working men and women are eating out because of lack of time to cook, but students and 

single men are eating out either because they do not know how to cook or because it is a ritual 

to socialize with friends. More affluent respondents in the study mention going out with their 

families over weekends as a time for bonding, and going out with friends during the week to 

try out new restaurants and cuisines. Lower income households were more price conscious 

and limited their eating out as much as possible. They also seemed to have fewer clean and 

safe eating out options that met their budget. They mentioned taking the family out to eat a 

snack by the riverside or a similar natural/outdoor location occasionally as a treat. Most of the 

cooking is done by women in the respondents’ homes. Only one male respondent who was 

living alone cooked all his meals at home and preferred to eat his own cooking over outside 

food.  

The vendors that the study respondents were eating from, whether street food or fixed shops, 

are using LPG and some charcoal to varying degrees. Only snack vendors who do not cook 

large portions of food or foods that need long duration for cooking were seen to use LPG 

alone. Overall, charcoal seems to be used when large quantities of food needs to be prepared, 

and when the shop is mobile. There is a fear that LPG or butane cylinders might explode when 

attached to a mobile station. The study, however, was not able to interview more mobile 

vendors to understand if this was always the case.  

Vendors in the study who were selling deep fried or grilled foods, bought kiosks that were 

furbished with gas and electric hybrid appliances that allowed them better temperature control 

and faster cooking times. While gas prices are rising and vendors agreed that the price of 

electricity and gas was much more than charcoal, they seemed to prefer the higher costs 

because of the higher convenience/optimization of the cooking experience.  

Some of the vendors show an active appetite to keep improving their business practices, 

provided the improvements are affordable and do not negatively impact the taste of the food 

and efficiency of the cooking process. Businesses could be seen boiling soup on charcoal 

fuelled stoves but also be registered on a food delivery app or have a QR code for cashless 

payment on their mobile food cart.  

COVID-19 impacted some food vendors who were serving the factory workers and informal 

workers more than vendors who were located in the city and who were serving white collar 

workers and other customers whose income did not drop as significantly. A couple of shops 

in the outskirts of Phnom Penh who were reliant on factory workers had to close their shop for 

several months and did not see as many customers returning since re-opening.  

Some vendors who had no experience in cooking mentioned facing some challenges at the 

beginning of their business journey when they were learning to cook and making a product 

that would have customers coming back. But the biggest challenge facing most of the lower 
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income vendors was the high costs of rent for their shop and the low margins from their food. 

As the price of utilities and fresh produce are rising, vendors who serve the low-income 

population are stuck in the hard place of being unable to transfer these higher costs to their 

price sensitive customers.  

Most relationships mentioned in the study are transactional, in that vendors had business 

relationships with their suppliers, and if they faced inadequate service, they would change 

their suppliers. And customers went to vendors who adhered to certain safety norms, had food 

that was within their price range and was tasty. Only two customers mentioned feeling a loyalty 

towards the food vendors they visit regularly. And only one vendor mentioned caring enough 

about his customers to offer them discounted food and the option to pay later if they were 

running short on funds.  

However, most vendors were very in-tune with their customer’s needs, preferences and 

willingness to pay. Several of them continued to make tweaks in the products they offer and 

were looking to improve their service to ensure their customers were happy and kept coming 

back.   
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8. LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES 

The team encountered challenges in scheduling and conducting data collection for all three 

activities.  

1. Conducting interviews with customers at food vendor locations was the most 

challenging, as most customers were there to grab a quick bite to eat or were spending 

time with their friends and families. Requesting that they make time to speak with us 

on the spot was challenging. The study was therefore not able to collect in-depth data 

through these interactions and conduct as many interviews as proposed.  

2. Scheduling focus group discussions with students and workers was challenging for 

two reasons:            

a. gathering 6 participants at a time before or after work or school or over a 

weekend was difficult, due to their conflicting schedules; 

b. the data collection time-period overlapped with several national holidays 

limiting the number of participants the study team could include in the study.      

3. Interviewing food vendors was challenging as the shops were open for business from 

early in the morning until late at night. While each interview was planned to be for 1 

hour, interruptions to allow the vendors to serve their customers meant time spent for 

each interview was extended to 90 minutes or even 2 hours. On some occasions, 

interviews needed to be cut short when vendors wanted to focus on their work and not 

be interrupted.  

Challenges faced with data collection with customers could be rectified in future projects 

by planning for smaller group discussions or one-one interactions with customers that can 

be pre-scheduled, allowing for deeper conversations. While the most focused 

conversations were had during focus group discussions, being able to conduct these 

discussions in the location where they ate would have provided richer insights. However, 

the scope of the study did not allow for such deep immersive data collection activities.  

The small sample size and short timeline limited the ability for the study team to dive deep 

into themes and research questions that were proposed initially. Longer duration studies 

that will allow more immersive data practices such as shadowing vendors and customers, 

understanding the day in a life of vendors and customers, conducting more one-one 

interviews with customers will allow a deeper understanding of: 

1. Profiles of customers and factors that influence their eating our behaviours; 

2. How does aspirations affect eating out behaviours among the urban Cambodian 

population; 

3. How do customers balance competing priorities such as budget, time constraints and 

lifestyle aspirations; 

4. What are the nuances of cleanliness, safety, healthy foods and other characteristics 

that influence what, where and how frequently different profiles eat out; 

5. What are some of hacks people who cook at home or vendors use to save time, fuel, 

reduce wastage of ingredients used. 
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